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Childhood obesity in Australia remains a widespread health
concern that warrants population-wide prevention programs
Timothy P Gill, Louise A Baur, Adrian E Bauman, Kate S Steinbeck, Leonard H Storlien, Maria A Fiatarone Singh,
Jennie C Brand-Miller, Stephen Colagiuri and Ian D Caterson

R

ecent widely reported commentaries have questioned the
necessity and appropriateness of the Australian Government’s whole-of-community approach to the prevention of
overweight and obesity in children and adolescents.1-3 Opposition
to the current childhood obesity prevention strategy is diverse and
not consistent among commentators, but it does have some
general
themes.
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also question whether the presence of overweight or even
Lifestyle
obesity
in children and adolescents represents any real threat to
health, and suggest that intervention for children and young adults
at a population level may contribute to increasing the levels of
eating disorders among young people. Others acknowledge the
extent of the problem, but insist that any response should only be
directed at those at highest risk; others dismiss the efficacy of any
programs attempting to prevent obesity at a whole-of-community
level. While it is usual and healthy for academics to debate the
interpretation of research findings, there is a tendency for the more
controversial views to get greater media attention purely because
they are contrary.
Here, we examine briefly whether these recent claims criticising
the existing understanding and policy on obesity prevention are
supported by the current body of evidence.

Is the current problem of childhood obesity being
exaggerated?
Although systems for monitoring the weight status of Australian
children are limited, all of the available data (including those
quoted by dissenters) show strong and consistent increases in the
rates of combined overweight and obesity over the past 20 years,
such that these now affect around one in every four
schoolchildren4-8 (Box 1). It has been suggested that children who
are classified as obese rather than overweight represent only a
small proportion of Australian children, and that the proportion of
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ABSTRACT
• Recent reports have suggested that the problem of childhood
and adolescent obesity has been exaggerated in Australia,
and that community-wide obesity prevention initiatives are
not warranted; we argue that this is not an accurate reflection
of the situation.
• Available data indicate that obesity affects 6%–8% of
Australian schoolchildren, and that the proportion has
continued to increase in recent years.
• Childhood and adolescent obesity is associated with a wide
range of immediate health concerns, as well as increasing the
risk of disease in adulthood. Some weight-related health
problems are also found in overweight children.
• A range of strategies, including whole-of-community obesity
prevention programs, will be required to tackle this problem.
• Concerns about disordered eating in children and
adolescents should not preclude appropriate action on
childhood obesity.
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obese children has stabilised in recent years. It is plausible that the
rates of childhood obesity are levelling out, although it is not
possible to say this with any degree of confidence, given the small
number of data points that currently define the trends. In fact, a
flattening in the level of increase in childhood obesity is apparent
in data from other countries,9,10 and might be expected after such
a rapid rise in recent decades. However, to suggest that a condition
that currently affects 6%–8% of Australian schoolchildren is of
little concern is hard to defend, as this equates to well over
260 000 school-aged children, based on 2005 census data. In
addition, the 1.8% increase in the past 5 years, which is dismissed
as insignificant by some commentators,1,3 equates to an additional
65 000 schoolchildren becoming obese.
Does being overweight really represent a health
concern in children?
Some commentators downplay the health implications of childhood and adolescent obesity,8,11 but there is considerable evidence
that obesity results in immediate and longer-term health consequences in children, and especially adolescents. These range from
orthopaedic complications, sleep apnoea and hepatic steatosis to
more common manifestations of cardiovascular disease risk factors,
type 2 diabetes and psychosocial problems, including low selfesteem and depression.12 There are also the problems associated
with the common pattern of obesity progressing into adulthood,
leading to earlier development of chronic diseases such as type 2
diabetes.13 More recent data have indicated clearly that many of
these ill-health consequences of excessive weight are present in
children and adolescents who are defined as overweight.14 As a
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collecting evidence make it meaningless to compare the efficacy of
clinical and population interventions. In addition, the lack of past
investment in community-based obesity strategies has meant that
the number of studies on which to base assessments of evidence is
sparse. However, the evidence base is growing as more reports on
well designed and evaluated Australian17 and overseas18 studies
are published. Given the potential reach and uptake of populationbased strategies for preventing obesity, there is enough evidence to
identify promising strategies that have the potential to contribute
in a cost-effective manner to obesity prevention in children.19

2 Levels of obesity prevention as presented in a World
Health Organization technical report in 200012

Do population-wide programs to reduce childhood and
adolescent overweight and obesity contribute to eating
disorders?
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consequence, early intervention in overweight children and adolescents appears justified, and highlighting the extent of the problem
of overweight should not be dismissed as an attempt to exaggerate
the level of weight problems in children and adolescents.
Should prevention efforts be directed purely at those at
highest risk?
Despite widespread discussion over the past few decades, fundamental misunderstandings remain about the complementary
nature of the whole-of-population and high-risk-group approaches
in the prevention of chronic diseases.15 It is not possible to reduce
the total burden of a weight-related disease in the community
effectively by focusing solely on those at high risk, as the greatest
contribution to overall burden of disease comes from those at
moderate or low risk.16 Nor is it possible to deliver an appropriate
and equitable solution to the obesity problem without addressing
the needs of groups and individuals at high risk of weight-related
illness. Neither strategy should be delivered at the expense of the
other. Rather, a multilayered approach to prevention that includes
less intense but broader-reaching programs needs to be combined
with intensive programs to reach those at highest risk as well as
those with an existing weight problem (Box 2).
Is there sufficient evidence to support investment in
population-wide obesity prevention programs?
Providing support only for programs and procedures that have a
sufficiently strong evidence base to indicate their efficacy has been
the mantra of health care expenditure for some time. Populationbased prevention programs are not exempt from this principle.
Some commentators have suggested that the current evidence for
public health interventions in obesity is too limited to support
their funding and implementation, especially when compared with
clinical interventions.2 The nature of evidence that defines effective
public health interventions and the timeframes and methods for

It is important to recognise that an undue emphasis on thinness is
a factor associated with the development of eating disorders. Not
surprisingly, some commentators have raised concerns that interventions to prevent obesity at a population level may have
unintended negative consequences, particularly in susceptible
children and adolescents, and have advised against such an
approach.20 However, a recent Cochrane review could find no
evidence linking the increased focus on obesity prevention in
children with increasing rates of eating disorders.21 Recent professional discussions have explored the utility of combined prevention programs that target both overweight and underweight.
Despite some research suggesting that rates of disordered eating
and dieting in teenage girls may be increasing,22 there are no data
showing significant increases in the rates of true clinical eating
disorders in Australia.23 While it would be appropriate to be
cautious in defining the content of obesity prevention programs, it
is important to be mindful that to do nothing is to put the health of
children at greater risk. If anything, existing federally funded
projects could be accused of being too cautious by focusing on
sports participation and selective aspects of healthy eating without
seeking to identify clear means of reducing the overall energy
intake of children or increasing their overall energy expenditure.
Conclusions
The problem of childhood and adolescent obesity has attracted
enormous and sensationalised media attention in Australia. However, currently available evidence suggests that the problem warrants a considered and structured strategic response. Criticisms of
population-based strategies are misguided, and there is no reason
why concern about disordered eating in children and adolescents
should preclude firm action on obesity. Evidence for the most
effective obesity prevention strategies is evolving as more programs
are devised, implemented and evaluated appropriately.
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